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Noise Driven Avalanche Behavior in Subexcitable Media

Jichang Wang,1 Sándor Kádár,1 Peter Jung,2 and Kenneth Showalter1,*
1Department of Chemistry, West Virginia University, Morgantown, West Virginia 26506-6045

2Department of Physics and Astronomy, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio 45701
(Received 19 October 1998)

The interaction of noise with a subexcitable chemical system gives rise to spatiotemporal behavior
with novel statistical properties. Wave behavior in a photosensitive Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction
with imposed noise is monitored and statistically analyzed. Waves are initiated at sites where the
accumulation of subthreshold perturbations induces local excitations, and waves propagate through
the medium by a facilitated percolation process. Statistical analysis of the coherent spatiotemporal
structures reveals power-law relations that indicate the system has no intrinsic length or time scale.
[S0031-9007(98)08304-5]

PACS numbers: 82.40.Bj, 05.40.Ca, 05.45.Jn, 05.65.+b

Noise is usually thought to have a disruptive influence
on spatial structures in dynamical systems: Stationary
patterns tend to become “fuzzy” and traveling waves may
break up or even fail to propagate. It is now known, how-
ever, that noise may give rise to ordered behavior and
even new dynamical states [1–5], including noise sup-
ported pulses in diode arrays [6], and noise induced co-
herence in arrays of coupled dynamical elements [7,8].
Recent theoretical studies [9,10] and experiments with
cultured glial cells [11] and the Belousov-Zhabotinsky
(BZ) reaction [12,13] have shown that noise may play
a constructive role in supporting spatiotemporal wave be-
havior [14], similar to the noise enhanced signal detection
seen in stochastic resonance [15,16]. In this Letter, we
describe noise initiated and sustained wave behavior in
the BZ reaction and offer a statistical analysis of the cor-
responding coherent spatiotemporal structures [17]. We
find power-law relations in the noisy BZ system as well as
in a generic model for excitable media that are character-
istic of avalanche behavior and indicative of no inherent
length or time scale [18,19].

Experiments were carried out with ruthenium(II)-
bipyridyl, a light sensitive catalyst of the BZ reaction,
immobilized in a thin slab of silica gel. The gel was
cast onto a microscope slide and placed into a reactor
that was continuously fed with fresh, catalyst-free BZ
solution to maintain constant, nonequilibrium condi-
tions [20]. A 12 mm 3 12 mm image produced by
a computer-controlled video projector [14,21] was
projected onto the face of the gel medium. Bromide
ion is produced in a photochemical cycle when the
ruthenium catalyzed BZ reaction is exposed to 460 nm
light, which inhibits the autocatalysis of the reaction
[22]. The excitability of the system can therefore be
adjusted by varying the light intensity to a reference
level that maintains the medium slightly below the
excitability threshold. The illumination field was divided
into an array of square cells, with the light intensity
in each cell changed at equal-time intervals to random
values above or below the reference level, which were

Gaussian distributed with a mean value equal to the ref-
erence level.

An example of the noise mediated initiation and evo-
lution of wave behavior is illustrated in Fig. 1, where
panel (A) shows the medium in the absence of noise, and
panel (F) shows a typical imposed noise pattern. In the
absence of noise, no wave initiations occur and any ex-
isting waves are quickly extinguished in the subexcitable
medium. When noise is applied, waves are randomly ini-
tiated in cells where the accumulated perturbations cause
the system to become excited. The wave initiated in
panel (B) expands and is subsequently broken to form
a spiral segment, as shown in panel (C). A successful
initiation gives rise to an increasing level of wave activ-
ity, as shown in panels (D) and (E), since the noise both
supports propagation and induces wave breaks. Cells in
front of an advancing wave are excited if their recent
noise history is biased toward the excitable state; cells
with a noise history biased toward lower excitability cause
wave breaks, giving rise to a spawning of embryo wave
fragments. Hence, once wave nucleation occurs, there is
a proliferation of wave activity throughout the medium,
with the system evolving to support a large number of
wave segments on wide space and time scales.

The noise mediated wave behavior can be simulated
with the Barkley model [23], a computationally efficient,
generic scheme for excitable media, which we modify to
account for the influence of spatiotemporal noise. With
the parameters chosen so that the medium is subexcitable,
the noise is introduced by varying a parameter represent-
ing light intensity to random values above and below the
reference level in each cell of the noise grid. The posi-
tive perturbations correspond to less light, which tends to
induce excitation, while the negative perturbations corre-
spond to more light, which tends to suppress wave activ-
ity. Figure 2 shows the noise mediated wave behavior
in the model system, with the noise-free subexcitable
state in panel (A) and a typical noise pattern in panel (F).
Panel (B) shows a wave initiation and the subsequent evo-
lution of the wave is shown in panel (C). Panels (D) and
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FIG. 1. Images showing wave behavior in noisy subexcitable
BZ medium. Noise-free autonomous system at reference in-
tensity I0  120 (A); successive frames at 5 s intervals show-
ing wave initiation with imposed noise [(B),(C)]; successive
frames at 5 s intervals showing noise mediated wave propa-
gation and fragmentation, as well as a new wave initiation
[(D),(E)]; typical noise pattern (F). The gray level in pan-
els (A)–(E) is proportional to the concentration of the catalyst
Rusbpyd31

3 , with white and black representing high and low
values, respectively. The region of imposed noise in the il-
lumination field consists of a20 cell 3 20 cell square array,
with a total area of12 mm 3 12 mm. The light intensity in
each cell is adjusted at 10 s intervals to random values ac-
cording to I  I0f1 1

1
2 Gsx, ddg; with jxj # 2d, where I0 is

the reference intensity, andGsx, dd is a Gaussian distributed
random number with a standard deviation ofd  0.8. The
reaction was carried out at 22.0±C with stock solutions main-
tained at 0±C to prevent decomposition. Composition of the
catalyst-free BZ reaction mixture: 0.28 M NaBrO3, 0.025 M
malonic acid, 0.165 M bromomalonic acid, 0.4 M H2SO4. The
silica gel medium was prepared by acidifying a solution of
10% (wyw) Na2SiO3 and 2.0 mM Rusbpyd21

3 with H2SO4 and
casting a uniform0.3 mm 3 20 mm 3 30 mm layer onto a
microscope slide. The intensity of the projected image was
adjusted at each pixel by an iterative algorithm to ensure spa-
tial homogeneity of the illumination field [21]. The light was
passed through a 460 nm bandpass filter, and the intensity was
varied on an eight-bit gray scale between 0 and 255. The noise
pattern was updated at 10 s intervals and the wave behavior
was monitored every 5 s during a noise-free period of 50 ms.
The maximum and minimum irradiance of the projected im-
age, measured at the surface of the gel medium, was 5.7 and
0.1 mW cm22, with the reference level between these extremes
at 2.9 mW cm22.

(E) show fully developed wave activity with noise induced
wave breaks and initiations.

The imposed noise gives rise to two distinct interactions
with the reaction-diffusion system: (1) Wave initiations
occur from the local accumulation of favorable noise per-
turbations, and (2) noise both supports wave propagation
and induces wave breaks. Noise induced wave initiation
is a nucleation process with features akin to self-organized
criticality [18,19]. The subexcitable medium does not re-
spond with an excitation until there is a sufficient local
accumulation of perturbations, with the positive pertur-
bations outweighing the negative ones. This accumula-

FIG. 2. Images showing wave behavior generated from the
numerical integration of the modified Barkley model [23].
Noise-free autonomous system at reference levelf0  0.0288
(A); successive frames at intervals of200Dt showing wave
initiation with imposed noise [(B),(C)]; successive frames at
intervals of 350Dt showing wave propagation, fragmentation,
and initiation with imposed noise [(D),(E)]; typical noise
pattern (F). The model is given by≠uy≠t  Du=2u 1
ffu, y, fstdg, ≠yy≠t  gsu, yd, where the functionsf and
g are defined asf  s1yedus1 2 ud fu 2 sy 1 b 1 fdyag
and g  u 2 y. The variablesu and y are the activator
and inhibitor species,=2 is the Laplacian operator,Du is
the diffusion coefficient ofu, and fstd is a time dependent
parameter determining the local excitability. The simulation
was carried out using a two-dimensional lattice of280 3 280
grid points with the Laplacian operator=2 approximated by
a standard five-point formulasDx  0.0111, Dt  0.003 084d.
The gray level [given by intsuyumax 3 255d] represents the
concentration of the activator species. The cell size in the noise
pattern is10 3 10 grid points, and the noise refresh interval is
50Dt. The parameterf was adjusted in each cell at equal time
intervals according tof  f0f1 1

1
2 Gsx, ddg with jxj # 2d,

wheref0 is the reference intensity, andGsx, dd is a Gaussian
distributed random number with a standard deviation ofd 
1.0. The behavior is oscillatory forf  0, but increasing
this parameter drives the system to the excitable state and,
eventually, to the subexcitable regime, where sustained wave
propagation is not supported by the medium. The parameter
values f0  0.0288, a  0.5, b  20.15, and e  0.005
were chosen to model behavior in the subexcitable regime.

tion can be readily verified in the numerical simulations;
the initiations in Fig. 2, for example, occurred only after
many noise perturbations. Figure 3 shows how the wave
initiation in panel (B) of Fig. 2 required five positive per-
turbations to induce an initial excitation, which was sub-
sequently suppressed by a negative perturbation but was
then revived by a positive perturbation. Even though a
single positive perturbation cannot excite a cell, multiple
positive perturbations, even when interspersed with nega-
tive perturbations, are able to give rise to an excitation
due to an accumulative effect on the medium. The noise
and chemical reaction time scales play a fundamental role
in this behavior; in these experiments and simulations the
noise period was always on a shorter time scale than the
response time of the chemical reaction.
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FIG. 3. Wave initiation from accumulation of perturbations.
Bars show positive and negative perturbations at initiation site
in Fig. 2(B); solid curve shows time series of the activator
speciesu at that site responding to the noise perturbations.
Full excitation with u  1.0 corresponds to wave initiation;
u subsequently decreases in refractory wave back as wave
propagates outward. Parameters and conditions of calculation
are the same as in Fig. 2.

The second mode of behavior, noise supported wave
propagation, differs from wave nucleation in that the wave
provides autocatalyst for initiating nearby sites. Once a
wave is initiated, it advances into advantageous sites—
cells with noise histories that make them susceptible to
excitation. Thus, the propagation is akin to percolation
[24–26]; however, it is dependent on both the local noise
history and the diffusion of autocatalyst from the nearby
wave front. In contrast to percolation, the probability for
a cell to be in the excited state is typically much less than
0.5, and the excited regions take on the form of curved
wave segments rather than the geometry of the noise grid.

The statistical properties of the spatiotemporal behav-
ior can be analyzed by cataloging the coherent struc-
tures according to size and subsequently determining the
probability of each size occurring. The time dependence
of each structure is taken into account by stackingN
images of the medium at equal time intervals,Dt, to
construct a space-time cube that carries all of the spa-
tiotemporal information within the time intervalNDt.
The space-time volume of each coherent structure is then
determined by identifying all of the grid sites where the
reaction is in the excited state and defining each of these
by a small cube, for example,2 pixels 3 2 pixels 3 Dt.
The spatial side lengths of these cubes are chosen such
that neighboring cubes touch each other to form the area
of the coherent structure at timetn. The temporal side
length is chosen such that excited cubes at successive
timestn andtn11 touch each other to form the space-time
volume of the coherent structure. We consider connected
cubes only in thetime-forwarddirection as belonging to
one cluster in order to avoid counting two colliding clus-
ters with uncorrelated origins as one coherent structure.
When two waves collide to form one new wave, the co-
herent cluster corresponding to one of the incoming waves

FIG. 4. Coherent structure probability densitypssd as a
function of structure sizes. Distribution from experimental
measurementsssd and from model calculationsshd generated
from images like those in Figs. 1 and 2. The probability density
pssd is obtained by dividing the number of clusters whose size
falls within the intervals 6 Ds by the total number of clusters
N: pssd  NsyN , where s is 1 pixel 3 1 pixel 3 5 s in the
experiments and1 pixel 3 1 pixel 3 50Dt in the calculations.
The cluster sizes is normalized by the size interval2Ds,
whereDs is 5 in the experiments and 100 in the calculations.
The cluster size normalization does not affect the slope of
the distribution curves, indicating a statistical scale invariance
of the system. The solid lines are given by the power law
pssd  bsa, wheres is cluster size,b is a constant, anda is
the exponent set equal to 2.0. The experimentalpssd values
were multiplied by a factor of 4.0 to allow their visualization,
since the values overlap with the model calculationpssd values.

is terminated at the collision. The overall time interval
NDt is chosen such that a sufficiently large number of co-
herent structures form with statistically distributed sizes.

The occurrence of a coherent structure of sizes is char-
acterized by the cluster size distribution functionpssd, as
shown in Fig. 4. The experimental measurements as well
as the simulations with the Barkley model yield power-
law distributions as a function of cluster size, each with an
exponent close to 2.0. Little change in the exponent was
found on varying the noise length and time scales. The
scatter in the data at large values ofs in the experimental
plot arises from a limited number of measurements due to
the practical constraints of the experiment. Less scatter
is exhibited in the model calculations, since a large num-
ber of values could be obtained. The power-law relation
for the size distribution suggests that the wave behavior
is characterized by no intrinsic length or time scale. The
noise pattern continually changes from one randomly de-
termined pattern to the next, which, in principal, allows
the coherent space-time structure to extend unbounded in
the time coordinate. This is also true for the space coor-
dinates; however, the probability of all cells having such
a favorable history is small.
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Noise mediated wave behavior in the BZ reaction and
the Barkley model provides insights into related noise
supported waves in biological systems. Kainate induced
calcium waves in networks of cultured glial cells [11]
display features much like those reported here, with
wave activity appearing only above a threshold noise
level and noise induced wave breaks appearing when the
noise level is increased further. Remarkably, this system
also exhibits power-law behavior with a similar critical
exponent. The noise mediated waves and power-law
behavior in these networks suggest a possible mechanism
for long-range signaling and memory in neuronal tissues.

We thank the National Science Foundation (CHE-
9531515) and the Office of Naval Research for supporting
this research.
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